In an interconnected power system, as a power load demand varies randomly; both area frequency and tie-line power interchange also vary. The objectives of load frequency control (LFC) 
INTRODUCTION
In India, it is achieved through a regulatory approach. In this concept, an investigation is made on Free Governor Mode of Operation to demonstrate Frequency Regulation by adopting Free Governor Mode of Operation. Simulation is also used to tune the controller gains or to design a control system .Our project deals with stabilizing the load frequency using microcontroller. The overall operation of power system can be much better controlled if the frequency error is kept within particular limits.
The acceptable limit of frequency is ±2%. Else it will damage the electrical and electronic equipment. Drop in frequency occurs due to high magnetizing currents in induction machines and transformers. To prevent the problems there is a need of Load Frequency Control.
As per the CERC (Central Electricity Regularity Commission), New Delhi represents all Power Stations to control the generator load is based on the changes of grid frequency. If the Grid frequency decreases, the generator load will increases by the step response input based on the grid frequency variation. If the Grid frequency increases, the generator load will decreases by the step response input based on the grid frequency variation. But, the Grid frequency not in account, because the frequency is common factor of all generator connected to the grid system. As per the mechanical machine design of turbine, the Generator load control system based on the pressure deviation and output as step response to control the speeder gear motor rotations.
FREE GOVERNOR MODE
The developing countries have sustained power shortage problems compared to developed countries for many reasons, mostly financial in nature. The developed countries have to address the power deficient areas occasionally. The deficient systems have typical features like frequency deviations, abrupt arising of deficiencies of power, low voltages and lack of coordination among constituents under a region due to indiscipline actions. In India speed governors have been prevented from responding by the utilities, with dead band configuring from 47.5 Hz to 51.5 Hz. Emergency unloading of a unit is available only when frequency reaches 51.5 Hz. As a consequence excursions in frequency are common up to 1 Hz in a time block of 15 minutes. For the sake of better control efforts are being made to enable the frequency governors to respond to entire range of frequency. This is called free governor mode of operation (FGMO).
NEED FOR THE GOVERNING SYSTEM
The load on the turbo-generator does not remain constant but vary as per the consumer demand. The presence of a perpetual mismatch between the generation and the demand in larger network results into variations in frequency and necessitates a continuous adjustment of generation at generator. If not, the speed / frequency will be oscillating which is an indication of poor power quality. A state of unchanging system frequency and zero acceleration indicates that the generation meets the system demand. The governing system provides for this regulation / adjustment, when the turbo-generator is on bars, by controlling the steam in flow to the turbine. The regulation is envisaged by various control logics and by operating the control valves in the turbine. Stop valves provided in the governing system protect the turbine in case of unsafe conditions by blocking the steam flow into the turbine.
PWM MODEL
The 2 . Speeder Gear servo motor is placed on top of Main oil pump, which motor is used to increase or decrease the oil pressure of CVSM of HP turbine pressure control valves. If servo motor to rotate forward pulse, the oil pressure of CVSM is increased further the control valves are opening and Main steam admitted to Turbine blades are increased.
Fig-2 Layout diagram of control valve
The turbine shaft torque output is increased. So Generator Electrical output (MW) also increased In this Condition, main steam pressure of turbine input is decreased. If servo motor to rotate reverse pulse, the oil pressure of CVSM is decreased further the control valves are closing and Main steam admitted to Turbine blades are decreased. The turbine shaft torque output is decreased. So Generator Electrical output (MW) also decreased. In this Condition, main steam pressure of turbine input is increased. That operation is possible on manually by increase or decrease by servo motor operating push buttons. The manual operation is not possible at all time's exclusive odd hours.
So, servo motor operation in auto operation of desired main steam pressure out of boiler. The closed loop control system of servo motor operation is possible at main steam pressure desired set value and process value of steam output of boiler. The control loop logics as derived from macro method logic in microprocessor and related input output electronic cards. In the control logics the steam pressure Set value and Process value deviation output as Pulse width modulation (PWM) format. Pulse width of PWM output signal is based on the deviation of SV& PV deviation. The automatic closed loop operation is possible at maximum and minimum level of steam pressure deviation. If deviation is more than +/-3.5 Kg/ 2 the auto loop control goes to forced manual condition. In this condition the Generator operator to operate manually byincrease or decrease push button of servo motor operation and control the main steam pressure at equal to the set value of pressure and put into auto mode operation. 
__________________________________________________________________________________________

STEP RESPONSE METHOD
Any deviation in the grid frequency the generator load gives the sudden response for proportional error pulse. This affects the power system equipment's day by day and also reduces the efficiency of the equipment. In this existing system the generation of power will get varied in large amount, when there is any deviation in the grid. It will take maximum time to attain the standard frequency, which leads to damaging of consumers equipment's and also increases the demand and also disturbing the Grid stability.
In this paper using embedded system that is PIC microcontroller. The sudden frequency Change in grid, generator to response the load in step response with maintaining the desired steam pressure and steam flow. In this technique step response is obtained by the time delays, given through programming to the microcontroller. The objective of the project is to restore the frequency against the sudden load change. As a result this technique overcomes the disadvantage of the PWM based load control.
Increasing the power demand highlights the importance of the power generation and transmission is to supply the reliable electrical energy to the consumers. Our project deals with the efficient control of power plant using embedded technology. Depending on the current drawl, the generator load may vary from 0 to max (0 to 210 MW). This means that the turbine must be provided with devices capable of adjusting the mechanical work on turbine shaft within the limits. Besides, what ever be the load, the turbine must maintain constant speed of driven generator since slight change in the generator speed changes the frequency of the alternating current produced. The load carried by the turbine and rate of steam flow through it changes during operation.
BLOCK DIAGRAM DESCRIPTION
Step down transformer is used to step down the voltage from 230 V AC into 12 V AC.
Bridge Rectifier is used to rectify the ac voltage into pulsating DC voltage. Filter is used to convert pulsating DC voltage into pure DC voltage.12 V Regulator is used to regulate the unregulated DC voltage into constant 12V DC which voltage is used to operate relays and Digital control inputs.
BLOCK DIAGRAM OF LOAD FREQUENCY CONTROL
5V Regulator is used to regulate the regulated 12V DC voltage into constant 5V DC, which voltage is used to operate micro controller and analog inputs. Process analog input varies from 0 to 5V DC. Relay is an electromagnetic based ON/OFF operation of process control. ADC is used to convert analog form of analog input DC voltage into binary 10-bit signal.
Process control digital switch input are connected to controller. Timer is used to control the process operation speed in microcontroller.
Flash memory is used to store the process control program and interaction with microcontroller and Timer.
Microcontroller is used to process the analog parameters and control the project with display the process the process parameters in LCD.LCD is used to cyclic display the process parameters in first line and any abnormal process/fault to be displayed in second line.
Relay Driver Circuit is used to interface the microcontroller outputs to process control output. 
__________________________________________________________________________________________
CONCLUSIONS
In our paper we present a speeder gear motor direction changes based on the error signal of Main steam pressure set and process value as per pre-programmed step command in the microcontroller in turbine master control mode. In co-ordinate control mode the speeder gear motor direction changes based on the error signal of Generator. In Co-ordinate control mode of operation, the coal and feed water flow will be increase or decrease as per the generator load. But in our project we are explained only information on coal flow and feed water flow.
In future coal flow Inc /Dec and Feed water flow Inc / Dec commands are separately.
All grid connected generator to be implemented in this method to be first phase. Further changes in turbine mechanical governing system the grid frequency will take into our project. After that we are monitor the grid frequency variation and that variation is minimum for any grid disturbance, grid frequency will be accounted to our project in future renovation. 
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